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BOW BENCH MAT NON-SLIP WORKBENCH MAT 45 X 60 CM

€28,74 (excl. VAT)

The Bench Mat is a handy tool for both the workplace and the home. The Bow Bench Mat acts as a handy
organiser and tool holder for various projects. This mat ensures that small pieces stay in place and stand

out against the background with a green bow.

Measuring 45.72x60.96 cm (18" x 24") and made of durable 2-layer material, the mat offers optimal
protection. The soft material protects work surfaces, tools and fragile items.

Whether you want to change tools, repair soft or fragile parts, or hold countless small pieces together, the
Bench Mat is ideal for a wide range of applications.

SKU: PIH-63117
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The Bench Mat is a handy tool for both the workplace and the home. The Bow Bench Mat acts as a handy
organiser and tool holder for various projects. This mat ensures that small pieces stay in place and stand out

against the background with a green bow.

Measuring 45.72x60.96 cm (18" x 24") and made of durable 2-layer material, the mat offers optimal protection.
The soft material protects work surfaces, tools and fragile items.

Whether you want to change tools, repair soft or fragile parts, or hold countless small pieces together, the
Bench Mat is ideal for a wide range of applications.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Made of durable 2-layer material
18″ x 24″ (45 x 60 cm)

DESCRIPTION

The Bench Mat is a handy tool for both the workplace and the home. The Bow Bench Mat acts as a handy
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organiser and tool holder for various projects. This mat ensures that small pieces stay in place and stand out
against the background with a green bow. Measuring 45.72x60.96 cm (18" x 24") and made of durable 2-layer
material, the mat offers optimal protection. The soft material protects work surfaces, tools and fragile items.
Whether you want to change tools, repair soft or fragile parts, or hold countless small pieces together, the

Bench Mat is ideal for a wide range of applications.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 0,2 kg

Dimensions 60 × 45 cm


